Metabolic Movements

Copyright Notice
No part of this report may be reproduced or transmitted in any form whatsoever,
electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any
informational storage or retrieval system without expressed written, dated and
signed permission from the author. All copyrights are reserved.

Disclaimer and/or Legal Notices
The information provided in this guide is for educational purposes only. We
are not doctors and this is not meant to be taken as medical advice. The
information provided in this guide is based upon our experiences as well as our
interpretations of the current research available.
The advice and tips given in this download are meant for healthy adults only. You
should consult your physician to ensure tips given in this course are appropriate
for your individual circumstances.
If you have any health issues or pre-existing conditions, please consult with your
physician before implementing any of the information provided below.
This product is for informational purposes only and the author does not accept
any responsibilities for any liabilities or damages, real or perceived, resulting from
the use of this information
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HAPPY CLIENTS
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Why you need Resistance Training…..
You now know 3 types of cardio that will get you the best results without boredom and with as
little as 12 min. Getting the body you want also requires another piece of the puzzle, which is
strength training. Resistance training is what puts tone to your body, it is what will allow you to
eat more without gaining more fat cells and it is the fountain to youth and truer as we hit 40
and over.
However, when you turn 40’ you can continue with old school body building of spilt training
(working different body parts each day) or the many other older style of resistance training, all
which still work in your 40’s. However, some strategies work better and you will be learning
how. Our goal with this new way to strength training is to aggressively burn burst of fat-loss,
with the least amount of time in the gym so you can go and focus on other things in your life.
One of the biggest myths about fat loss and fitness is that lifting heavy weights or using
resistance training will make you “bulky”.
So do yourself and favor and engrave this in your brain forever: You should be afraid of
having too much muscle. You should be worried that you don’t have enough!
More muscle = MORE fat loss, Healthy Hormones, Elevated Metabolism, and Able to Eat More
Did you know that muscle burns calories while you’re at rest and gives you the lean-toned
look without the bulk. That’s because it raises your basal metabolism, which causes you to
burn more calories 24 hours a day. You’ll even burn more calories while you’re sleeping.
And when you use weights or resistance training, you’ll never have to worry about the
“bulky” look
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My Journey Before & After Comparisons
2011- 1000 Cal/day
-

7 days of cardio

-

Steady state
(LISS)

-

140 p

-

No idea of
muscle or fat %

2016- 1000 Cal/day
-

7 days of cardio

-

1 day of lifting

-

Steady state
(LISS)

-

140 p

-

No idea of
muscle or fat %

2022- 1700 Cal/day
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-

3 days of cardio

-

5 days of lifting

-

138 p

-

Muscle 35%

-

Fat 24%
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Looking at my body transformation journey you can clearly see the difference that
putting on muscle with resistance training does.
I was eating only 1000 calories a day and probably out running those same number of
calories with the 1 hour runs I did every day. 5 years later I did not look any better or
different, and if you look closely enough, I lost muscle as my booty was more depressed
than the first picture.
In the 2022 picture I’m only 2 pounds lighter on the scale but WOW what a difference in
body composition of muscle to fat and sag to tone.

The biggest difference was that I lifted weight consistently with a sprinkle of cardio from
2018 to know to get those results and because my muscle needed more than 1000
calories a day, I was forced to eat more from my internal hormonal commands crying for
more food. Muscle needs food to grow and by being consistent with my training, not over
doing cardio and eating enough by making protein the main driver and eating my earned
carbs when I EARNED them and not FELT like it, Magic happened.

I use to believe that cardio was the only way to drop body fat,
and I thought that is what I needed, especially gaining over 60
pounds from my being pregnant with my daughter.
Yet even before my pregnancy, I never felt happy with my body
as I wanted to look toned, tight and confident in my own skin.
During the 1980, girls being slim was a normal and common trait
to have, compared to now in the 20th century where it is more
accepted yet, we women still feel unconfident regardless if
everyone around us is falling into the obesity pandemic we face
today.
BODIES BY V.V. All rights reserved
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Truth be told, it’s impossible to get bulked up like professional bodybuilders without drugs.
And anybody who is afraid of “bulking up” with weight or strength training has been
misinformed.
Here are examples of my lifting records
Deadlifts 200 p
Squats 260 p
Hip Thrust 250 p
Chest press 80p
Pull ups- can do 5 all on my own!
In fact, it’s one of the only ways you’ll be able to achieve the lean toned “Hollywood” type of
look – WITHOUT all the surgery. ;-)
And – YES, you can add a significant amount of muscle without being a meathead. In fact, it
should be one of your top priorities.
If you’re afraid of lifting “heavy” or getting “bulky” and you just circuit train or meander around
doing 3 sets of 10 to 15 reps, you’re pretty much wasting your time.
And you saw with my pictures above how I did not become bulky, in fact I got leaner with more
calories, less cardio and toned out my body composition.
If you start out with an apple or pear-shaped type of body and all you do is try to eat healthy
and do normal slow-go cardio or aerobics (or even just intervals), you’ll just burn up muscle
and end up looking like a “smaller” apple or pear.
PLUS, you’ll end up with no muscle tone AND no real lasting change in your metabolism so
you can KEEP the weight off. NOT good.
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Additionally, strength and resistance training provide a laundry list of physical
and mental benefits that will improve the quality of your life…
•

Reverse the natural decline in your metabolism

•

Energizes you

•

Strengthens your bones, reducing your risk of developing osteoporosis

•

Improves your muscular endurance

•

Makes you strong…duh

•

Gives you confidence and increases your self-esteem

•

Makes daily activities easier

•

Makes you less prone to low-back injuries

•

Decreases your resting blood pressure

•

Decreases your risk of developing adult-onset diabetes

•

Decreases your gastrointestinal transit time

•

Increases your blood level of HDL cholesterol (the good type)

•

Improves your posture

•

Improves the functioning of your immune system

•

Lowers your resting heart rate

•

Improves your balance and coordination

•

Elevates your mood

•

Decreases anxiety and depression

•

Helps you sleep better

•

Puts you in a better mood

•

Increases blood flow in the brain

Additionally, lifting weights (whether it’s your body weight, a dumbbell, a kettle bell, or heck…
even a machine) is also one of the greatest stress relievers on earth.
And to top it all off, you get a brand new body to booty!
BODIES BY V.V. All rights reserved
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Best Resistance Training Structure for Women over 40
You are going to learn a completely different style of lifting weights in your strength session,
which will cut time in half, and make your body feel like it got a double workout in half its
time.
Depending on how far you want to take your goals, the amount of resistance you place on
your muscle is the biggest determinator of your overall results.
However, you need to also consider your level of experience in weight lifting and below are
indications of how to start, yet the best way to see if you are lifting heavy enough to
stimulate changes in your body with the goal of fat loss, tone and definition you will need to
accomplish the following.
1. Sweat
2. Feel the heat on your muscles
3. Some tingling sensation in working muscles
4. Fatigued by the end of your last round or set
5. Struggling to lift your last few reps
6. Cussing and swearing
If you don’t feel any of the above symptoms of an effect workout, then you need to
increase your resistance and push yourself harder.

8-15-25 Circuit
The 8-15-25 circuit is a structure of 3 exercises grouped together to stimulate fat burn and
muscle retention strategy which will be used for the 3-strength session min requirement in this
program, which should only take 30 min.
Each set is to hit your muscles hard with the amount of weight or resistance your body can
handle at the level you are, and sometime paired with body weight exercises, usually being the
15 or 25 rep set. Your goal is to keep the 3-exercise circuit done back-to-back without breaks,
then rest a bit and repeat until al 3 sets of the circuit is completed until you move onto the next
circuits. You will understand more on the next page when you see the fitness program layout.
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Beginners Program
BEGINNERS LOWER BODY
EXERCISES

CURCUIT #1
BODY WEIGHT
HIP BRIDGE

EXERCISES

CURCUIT #3
FIRE
HYDRANTS

SETS: 3

SETS: 3

REPS: 8

REPS: 8
EACH SIDE

BODY WEIGHT
LUNGES
SETS: 3

SQUAT
JUMPS
SETS: 3

15 REPS – EACH
LEG
BODY WEIGHT
SQUATS
SETS: 3

15 REPS

25 REPS

25 REPS

KETTLE
SWINGS
SETS: 3

COMPLETE EACH CIRUCUIT AND THEN BREAK AND RECOVER FOR 1-2 MINMOVE ONTO NEXT CURCUIT
EXERCISES
CURCUIT #2
NOTES
SWISS BALL
HAMCURL
SETS: 3
8 REPS
DUMBBELL
DEADLIFT
SETS: 3
15 REPS

WEIGHTED HIP
BRIDGES
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HOW TO PERFORM
You must move quickly from 1 exercise to the
other in the circuit, and once you complete the 1st
set in the circuit recover for recommended time.
Do your best not to over rest or walk your way to
the next exercise, you need to move quickly
CHALLENGE
If you find the exercises too easy then do the
following;
- Add weights
- Add more weights
- Jump higher
- Use Cables
HOW TO END SESSION

SETS: 3

If your goal is maximum fat loss, then add in min
LISS cardio, the Fatty finisher to ensure no fat
released gets restored

25 REPS

Duration: 10-30 min
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BEGINNERS UPPER BODY
EXERCISES

CURCUIT #1
KNEE PUSHUPS

EXERCISES

CURCUIT #3
1 ARM ROW

SETS: 3

SETS: 3

REPS: 8

REPS: 8
EACH SIDE

BENT OVER
NARROW ROWS
SETS: 3

DUMBBELL
CHEST
FLYS
SETS: 3

15 REPS

15 REPS

LAT PULL
DOWNS
SETS: 3

DUMBBELL
LATERAL
RAISE
SETS: 3

25 REPS

25 REPS

COMPLETE EACH CIRUCUIT AND THEN BREAK AND RECOVER FOR 1-2 MINMOVE ONTO NEXT CURCUIT
EXERCISES
CURCUIT #2
NOTES
DELT FLYS
SETS: 3
8 REPS
HAMMER
CURLS
SETS: 3
15 REPS

STAIGHT ARM
PULL DOWNS
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HOW TO PERFORM
You must move quickly from 1 exercise to the other
in the circuit, and once you complete the 1st set in
the circuit recover for recommended time. Do your
best not to over rest or walk your way to the next
exercise, you need to move quickly
CHALLENGE
If you find the exercises too easy then do the
following;
- Add weights
- Add more weights
- Jump higher
- Use Cables
HOW TO END SESSION

SETS: 3

If your goal is maximum fat loss, then add in min
LISS cardio, the Fatty finisher to ensure no fat
released gets restored

25 REPS

Duration: 10-30 min
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BEGINNERS TOTAL BODY
EXERCISES

CURCUIT #1
DB WIDE
SHOULDER
PRESS
SETS: 3

EXERCISES

CURCUIT #3
THRUSTERS

SETS: 3

REPS: 8

REPS: 8
EACH SIDE

BIECEP CURLS
SETS: 3

SQUAT
JUMPS
SETS: 3

15 REPS

15 REPS

JUMPING
LUNGES
SETS: 3

BANDED
SQUATS
SETS: 3

24 REPS

25 REPS

COMPLETE EACH CIRUCUIT AND THEN BREAK AND RECOVER FOR 1-2 MINMOVE ONTO NEXT CURCUIT
EXERCISES
CURCUIT #2
NOTES
PUSH UP INTO
PRESS
SETS: 3
8 REPS

SEATED TRICEP
OVERHEAD
PRESS
SETS: 3
15 REPS
FRONTAL
RAISE
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HOW TO PERFORM
You must move quickly from 1 exercise to the other
in the circuit, and once you complete the 1st set in
the circuit recover for recommended time. Do your
best not to over rest or walk your way to the next
exercise, you need to move quickly

CHALLENGE
If you find the exercises too easy then do the
following;
- Add weights
- Add more weights
- Jump higher
- Use Cables
HOW TO END SESSION

SETS: 3

If your goal is maximum fat loss, then add in min
LISS cardio, the Fatty finisher to ensure no fat
released gets restored

25 REPS

Duration: 10-30 min
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Intermediate Program
INTERMIDIATE LOWER BODY
EXERCISES

CURCUIT #1
WEIGHTED HIP
THRUST

EXERCISES

CURCUIT #3
WALL SQUAT
HOLDS

SETS: 3

SETS: 3

REPS: 8
DB WEIGHT
LUNGES
SETS: 3

8 SEC HOLDS/8
REP
LATERAL LEG
LIFTS
SETS: 3

15 REPS – EACH

15 REPS EACH

DB/BB WEIGHT
SQUATS
SETS: 3

KETTLE / DB
SWINGS
SETS: 3

25 REPS

25 REPS

COMPLETE EACH CIRUCUIT AND THEN BREAK AND RECOVER FOR 1-2 MINMOVE ONTO NEXT CURCUIT
EXERCISES
CURCUIT #1
NOTES
SINGLE LEG
RDL
SETS: 3
8 REPS EACH
DUMBBELL
PULL THROUGH
SETS: 3
15 REPS

BANDED HIP
BRIDGES
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HOW TO PERFORM
You must move quickly from 1 exercise to the other
in the circuit, and once you complete the 1st set in
the circuit recover for recommended time. Do your
best not to over rest or walk your way to the next
exercise, you need to move quickly
CHALLENGE
If you find the exercises too easy then do the
following;
- Add weights
- Add more weights
- Jump higher
- Use Cables
HOW TO END SESSION

SETS: 3

If your goal is maximum fat loss, then add in min
LISS cardio, the Fatty finisher to ensure no fat
released gets restored

25 REPS

Duration: 10-30 min
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INTERMIDEATE UPPER BODY
EXERCISES

CURCUIT #1
PUSH UPSTOES

EXERCISES

CURCUIT #3
ALT. WIDE
PRESS

SETS: 3

SETS: 3

REPS: 8

REPS: 8
EACH SIDE

BENT OVER
WIDE ROWS
SETS: 3

BAND/CABLE
CHEST FLY
SETS: 3

15 REPS

15 REPS

LAT PULL
DOWNS
SETS: 3

BAND/CABLE
ROWS
SETS: 3

25 REPS

25 REPS

COMPLETE EACH CIRUCUIT AND THEN BREAK AND RECOVER FOR 1-2 MINMOVE ONTO NEXT CURCUIT
EXERCISES
CURCUIT #1
NOTES
INCLINE PUSH
UP
SETS: 3
8 REPS
INCLINE WIDE
ROW
SETS: 3
15 REPS

BICEP CURLS
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HOW TO PERFORM
You must move quickly from 1 exercise to the
other in the circuit, and once you complete the 1st
set in the circuit recover for recommended time. Do
your best not to over rest or walk your way to the
next exercise, you need to move quickly
CHALLENGE
If you find the exercises too easy then do the
following;
- Add weights
- Add more weights
- Jump higher
- Use Cables
HOW TO END SESSION

SETS: 3

If your goal is maximum fat loss, then add in min
LISS cardio, the Fatty finisher to ensure no fat
released gets restored

25 REPS

Duration: 10-30 min
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INTERMIDEATE TOTAL BODY
EXERCISES

EXERCISES

CURCUIT #1
BURPEES

EXERCISES

CURCUIT #3
THRUSTERS

SETS: 3

SETS: 3

REPS: 8

REPS: 8
EACH SIDE

SUMO DB
SQUAT
SETS: 3

RENEGADE
ROW
SETS: 3

15 REPS

15 REPS
EACH

OVERHEAD
TRICEP PRESS
SETS: 3

WALKING
LUNGES
SETS: 3

25 REPS

24 TOTAL
REPS

COMPLETE EACH CIRUCUIT AND THEN BREAK AND RECOVER FOR 1-2 MINMOVE ONTO NEXT CURCUIT
CURCUIT #1
NOTES
SPLIT SQUAT
SETS: 3
8 REPS EACH

SINGLE LEG HIP
THRUST
SETS: 3
15 REPS EACH

DB LAT RAISE
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HOW TO PERFORM
You must move quickly from 1 exercise to the other
in the circuit, and once you complete the 1st set in
the circuit recover for recommended time. Do your
best not to over rest or walk your way to the next
exercise, you need to move quickly
CHALLENGE
If you find the exercises too easy then do the
following;
- Add weights
- Add more weights
- Jump higher
- Use Cables
HOW TO END SESSION

SETS: 3

If your goal is maximum fat loss, then add in min
LISS cardio, the Fatty finisher to ensure no fat
released gets restored

25 REPS

Duration: 10-30 min
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Advanced Program
ADVANCED LOWER BODY
EXERCISES

CURCUIT #1
BARBEL HIP
THRUST

EXERCISES

CURCUIT #3
BB SUMO
SQUAT

SETS: 3

SETS: 3

REPS: 8

REPS: 8

BACK SQUATS

BB
REVERSE
LUNGE
SETS: 3

SETS: 3
15 REPS

15 REPS
EACH

HIDGE
ABDUCTIONS
SETS: 3

BW DUAL
THRUST
SETS: 3

25 REPS

25 REPS

COMPLETE EACH CIRUCUIT AND THEN BREAK AND RECOVER FOR 1-2 MINMOVE ONTO NEXT CURCUIT
EXERCISES
CURCUIT #1
NOTES
BB FRONT
SQUAT
SETS: 3
8 REPS
DUMBBELL
FORWARD
LUNGE
SETS: 3
15 REPS EACH
BANDED
SQUATS
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HOW TO PERFORM
You must move quickly from 1 exercise to the
other in the circuit, and once you complete the 1st
set in the circuit recover for recommended time.
Do your best not to over rest or walk your way to
the next exercise, you need to move quickly
CHALLENGE
If you find the exercises too easy then do the
following;
- Add weights
- Add more weights
- Jump higher
- Use Cables
HOW TO END SESSION

SETS: 3

If your goal is maximum fat loss, then add in min
LISS cardio, the Fatty finisher to ensure no fat
released gets restored

25 REPS

Duration: 10-30 min
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ADVANCED UPPER BODY
EXERCISES

CURCUIT #1
DECLINE
PUSHUP

EXERCISES

CURCUIT #3
PULL UPS

SETS: 3

SETS: 3

REPS: 8

REPS: 8

BB
UNDERHAND
BENT OVER
ROW
SETS: 3

BALL PUSH
UPS

15 REPS

15 REPS

LATERAL BAND
RAISE
SETS: 3

FACE PULL

25 REPS

25 REPS

SETS: 3

SETS: 3

COMPLETE EACH CIRUCUIT AND THEN BREAK AND RECOVER FOR 1-2 MINMOVE ONTO NEXT CURCUIT
EXERCISES
CURCUIT #1
NOTES
PLYO PUSH
UPS
SETS: 3
8 REPS

DUMBBELL
PULLOVER
SETS: 3
15 REPS

BB CHEST
PRESS
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HOW TO PERFORM
You must move quickly from 1 exercise to the
other in the circuit, and once you complete the 1st
set in the circuit recover for recommended time.
Do your best not to over rest or walk your way to
the next exercise, you need to move quickly

CHALLENGE
If you find the exercises too easy then do the
following;
- Add weights
- Add more weights
- Jump higher
- Use Cables
HOW TO END SESSION

SETS: 3

If your goal is maximum fat loss, then add in min
LISS cardio, the Fatty finisher to ensure no fat
released gets restored

25 REPS

Duration: 10-30 min
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ADVANCED TOTAL BODY
EXERCISES

CURCUIT #1
RENEGADE
ROW

EXERCISES

CURCUIT #3
PUSH UP
INTO PRESS

SETS: 3

SETS: 3

REPS: 8

REPS: 8
EACH SIDE

BURPEES

FORWARD
LUNGE
INTO FRONT
RAISE
SETS: 3

SETS: 3
15 REPS

15 REPS
EACH
BB BICEP
CURLS
SETS: 3

THRUSTERS
SETS: 3
25 REPS

25 TOTAL
REPS

COMPLETE EACH CIRUCUIT AND THEN BREAK AND RECOVER FOR 1-2 MINMOVE ONTO NEXT CURCUIT
EXERCISES
CURCUIT #1
NOTES
SPLIT SQUAT
SETS: 3
8 REPS EACH

SINGLE LEG HIP
THRUST
SETS: 3
15 REPS EACH

DB LAT RAISE
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HOW TO PERFORM
You must move quickly from 1 exercise to the
other in the circuit, and once you complete the 1st
set in the circuit recover for recommended time.
Do your best not to over rest or walk your way to
the next exercise, you need to move quickly
CHALLENGE
If you find the exercises too easy then do the
following;
- Add weights
- Add more weights
- Jump higher
- Use Cables
HOW TO END SESSION

SETS: 3

If your goal is maximum fat loss, then add in min
LISS cardio, the Fatty finisher to ensure no fat
released gets restored

25 REPS

Duration: 10-30 min
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12 Min Workout Schedule
This schedule is for those women who prefer not to add the
30 min Strength programs created above
MON

TUES

WED

Threshold
Metabolic
Metabolic
Intervals
Bursting
Bursting
Tabata
The 12 60 sec. bursts Tabata
with 60 sec. or follow my or follow my
Minute
recovery x 5 videos to be videos (to be
Workouts
posted
posted weekly
weekly on FB on FB group
group page) page

Bodyweight
exercises or
any of the
Exercise
cardio
Type
exercises
below

THURS
30 Second
HIIT
Metabolic
Bursting
30 seconds
bursts with
30 seconds
rest x 8

Cardio
Cardio
Cardio
Exercises Only
Exercises
Exercises
or with weights
Only or with
Only
weights

FRI
30 Second
HIIT
Metabolic
Bursting
30 seconds
bursts with
30 seconds
rest x 8

SAT

SUN

Optional
Optional
Steady State Steady State
/ Old-School / Old-School
Cardio
Cardio
10-30 min. 10-30 min.
(or walk
(or walk
briskly)
briskly)

Bodyweight
exercises or
Any Cardio Any Cardio
any of the
Exercises Exercises
cardio
listed below listed below
exercises
below

Monday: Threshold Intervals
PLAN
Directions

Minutes

1. Warm Up
2. Threshold Interval 60 seconds followed
by 60 seconds of walking or slow pace
(Repeat 5x)
3. Cool Down
4. Free Fatty Acid Finisher: Steady State
Cardio or Walk Briskly for 10 to 30 minutes
End Workout

1
2 -10

BODIES BY V.V. All rights reserved

11 - 12
Optional

Intensity
Level
1-2
Burst: 5
Rest: 1
1-2
2–3
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Tuesday & Wednesday:Metabolic Bursting
(Optional to follow my video workouts- on FB page)
PLAN
Directions

Minutes

1. Warm Up
2. Burst or Sprint for 20 seconds followed
immediately by resting for 10 seconds
(Repeat 8xs)
3. Cool Down
4. Free Fatty Acid Finisher: Steady State
Cardio or Walk Briskly for 10 to 30 minutes
End Workout

1-4
4-8

Intensity
Level
1-2
Burst: 5
Rest: 1

8 - 12
Optional
12 - 45

1-2
2–3

Thursday & Friday:30 Second HIIT
PLAN
Directions

Minutes

1. Warm Up
2. Burst or Sprint for 30 seconds followed
immediately by resting for 30 seconds
(Repeat 8xs)
3. Cool Down
4. Free Fatty Acid Finisher: Steady State
Cardio or Walk Briskly for 10 to 30 minutes
End Workout

1-2
3 - 10

Intensity
Level
1-2
Burst: 5
Rest: 1

11 - 12
Optional
12 - 45

1-2
2–3

Saturday & Sunday: Old-School Cardio (LISS)
(Aerobic/Endurance)
PLAN
Directions

Minutes

1. Warm Up
2. Aerobic Phase
70-75% of heart rate max
(220-age + 10 beats x .75)
3. Cool Down
End Workout

1-5
5 - 40

Intensity
Level
1-2
2-3

40 - 45

1-2

BODIES BY V.V. All rights reserved
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12 MIN WORKOUT EXERCISES
Here are exercise you can use to create your own 12 min workouts
Every exercise below utilizes multiple muscle groups, gets your heart rate pumping, and burns
tons of calories. In fact, a few studies indicate that circuit training using your bodyweight can
burn more calories than interval training or steady state cardio.
EXERCISES

LOWER BODY

SQUATS

BROAD JUMPS

EXERCISES

UPPER BODY EXERCISES

PUSH UPS

PULL UPS

EXERCISES

TOTAL BODY EXERCISES

BEAR CRAWLS

MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS

BODIES BY V.V. All rights reserved

JUMP SQUATS

JUMPING LUNGES

SPIDERMAN PUSHUPS

PLANKS

SIDE SHUFFLES

BURPEES
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METABOLIC CIRCUIT
Bodyweight Triple Sets
Workout

Time Length
of Set

Round
1

Round Round Rest Between
2
3
Sets

MRT Circuit
A-1 Bodyweight Squats

30 sec

30 sec

A-2 Plank

30 sec

30 sec

A-3 Bear Crawls

30 sec

30 / 120 sec

B-1 Lunge

30 sec

30 sec

B-2 Pull-Ups

30 sec

30 sec

B-3 Burpees

30 sec

30 / 120 sec

C-1 Pushups

30 sec

30 sec

C-2 Side Shuffles

30 sec

30 sec

C-3 Mountain Climbers

30 sec

30 / 120 sec

•

Perform A-1, A-2, and A-3 for 30 seconds each, resting 30 seconds between each
exercise. Complete 3 times each for a total of 3 rounds. After your last (9th) set rest for
2 minutes and move to Triple-Set #2.

•

Perform B-1, B-2, and B-3 for 30 seconds each, resting 30 seconds between each
exercise. Complete 3 times each for a total of 3 rounds. Rest 2 minute and move to
Triple Set #3

•

Rinse and Repeat for C-1, C-2, and C-3. Perform each exercise for 30 seconds with 30
seconds rest in between each exercise. Repeat 3 rounds. Done.

•

Feel free to substitute other bodyweight exercises based on condition and/or limitations.

BODIES BY V.V. All rights reserved
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8-15-25 Circuit Workout Schedule
This schedule is for those women who prefer to add in the
8-15-25 strength circuit
MON

The 12
Minute
Workouts

TUES

8-15-25
Circuit
Strength
Training

WED

THURS

HIIT or
8-15-25 Circuit Threshold
Metabolic
Strength
Intervals
Bursting
Training
(or follow my
videos to be
posted
weekly on FB
group page)

Choose 1 of Cardio
Choose 1 of the Cardio
the 3
Exercises
3 programs
Exercises
programs
Only or with
Only
Exercise
weights

FRI
8-15-25
Circuit
Strength
Training

SAT

SUN

Steady State OFF or you
/ Old-School can swap
Cardio
with
30- 60 min. Saturday
Still get in
10,000
steps

Choose 1 of Any Cardio Any Cardio
the 3
Exercises Exercises
programs
listed below listed below

Type

Intensity Level Guidelines –
(Metabolic Bursting and Threshold)*
•

Level 1 = Warm-Up or Slow Pace

•

Level 2 = Medium

•

Level 3 = Medium-High

•

Level 4 = High

•

Level 5 = Hard as you can go. BUST IT! (based on your current level of personal
condition)

*Intensity levels are different for every person and are based on your current condition, age,
gender, or other limitations, so please gauge your intensity level based on where you’re at right
now personally.
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Intensity Level Guidelines for
Steady State/ Old-School Cardio System- LISS
1) Maximum Fat-Burning Zone is 72-75% of Heart Rate Max for longer duration sessions
between 10 to 30 minutes (but up to 60 minutes would be fine also).
Maximum Fat-Burning Zone is 80-85% of Heart Rate Max for shorter duration sessions
between 10 to 30 minutes.
How to calculate: 220 – age + 10 beats x 0.72 to 0.85
Example: (for someone who is 40)
220- 40 +10 = 180+10=190
190 x .72 = 136
190 x .85 = 161
range: 136-161
2) Make sure to stay at same pace the entire Aerobic-Endurance Phase and use the talk test;
if you can have a “normal” conversation you are not going hard enough, but if you feel you
have to slow down, you’re probably going too hard.
3) Duration should be 10-30 minutes performed AFTER your 12 minute workouts below or
used 1 or 2 times weekly on its own (no more).
4) Type of exercise is optional. You can run or use any cardio of your choice. You can also use
bodyweight exercises if you get stuck working out when you travel or at home.
•

Level 1 = Warm-Up or Slow Pace

•

Level 2 = Medium

•

Level 3 = Medium-High

•

Level 4 = High

•

Level 5 = Hard as you can go (based on your current level of personal condition)

*Intensity levels going to vary from person to person and are based on your current condition,
age, gender, or other limitations. Please gauge your intensity level based on where you’re at
right now personally
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